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                  Come and explore our wonderfully wild region; we have over 40 Nature Reserves and other places to visit.
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                  By booking your event with us you are actively helping us to restore and protect nature across the north west.
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                  We are working tirelessly for nature's recovery on land and at sea across Lancashire, Manchester and North Merseyside.
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                  Could you do something really special to help nature thrive? Start fundraising today and help us fight for brighter future for wildlife.
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                  We receive zero government funding and rely on our members and grants to support our charitable activities.
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            High brown fritillary

        

        

    
    
        Considered Britain's most threatened butterfly, the high brown fritillary can be only be found in a few areas of England and Wales.
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            The perils of high street wildlife

        

        

    
    
        Close encounters with wildlife don't always happen out in the wilderness. There's plenty of excitement to be had on the high street, too.
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            Beadlet anemone

        

        

    
    
        Have you ever seen those dark red jelly blobs whilst rockpooling? These incredible creatures are beadlet anemones! They live attached to rocks all around the coast of the UK, the base of their…
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            Spear thistle

        

        

    
    
        A common plant of disturbed ground like roadside verges and field edges, the spear thistle has purple, fluffy flower heads that appear in summer. Its flowers attract insects and its seeds feed…
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            Get your team out for 30 Days Wild

        

        

    
    
        The 30 Days Wild Challenge is not all about doing things as individuals, you can get your friends and work colleagues to join in too.
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            Tree Trail Map Confirmation

        

        

    
    
        Your Tree Trail leaflet is on its way to your inbox. Get inspired and connect to nature at Philips Park Local Nature Reserve.
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            Benyon Review of Highly Protected Marine Areas published today

        

        

    
    
        We back a new form of protection for the sea and are calling on Government for an ambitious delivery plan for Highly Protected Marine Areas within a year.
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            Government says yes to Highly Protected Marine Areas

        

        

    
    
        The Wildlife Trusts cheer long fought-for arrival of first ever sea sanctuaries where all damaging activities will be banned.
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        With club-shaped leaflets on its fronds, wall-rue is easy to spot as it grows out of crevices in walls. Plant it in your garden rockery to provide cover for insects.
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        This brilliant red and white sea slug would make the perfect nudibranch for a Christmas card image or perhaps a football team mascot!
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            Brockholes - Guided Walks Volunteer

        

        

    
    
        Are you a confident public speaker who can lead a group around our Brockholes Nature Reserve and inspire them about nature? We'd love to hear from you!
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        Erin has spent 25 years connecting people and wildlife as part of Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust’s team that delivers events and open days at sites across the county including the annual Skylarks…
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